Agenda

1. Discuss the work of the MVVP Team: redraft Foothill’s mission, vision, and values statement.
   See attachments: 042709MVVP1.doc and 042709MVVP2.doc
2. Discuss the work of the Theme Team: identify themes from the April 15 Visioning Workshop Group Work.
   See Googledocs for team work in progress.
3. Suggest recommendations based on the Theme Team’s work to the Survey Team creating poster boards and survey questions for the Wednesday, April 27, Rubric Float Celebration.

Next Time

1. May 4, 2009 Survey Team: Initial Online Survey Questions reviewed

Team Members Participating:
I-Chen Wen (ASFC), Judi McAlpin (CS), Rosemary Arca (AS), Jay Patyk (AS), Matais Pouncil, Lucy Rodriguez

Notes:

1. Theme Team
   a. Presented initial sorting of themes from the all college visioning day workshop.
   b. The group proceeded to narrow down the initial groupings in to 10 different themes.
   c. The group also spent some time on how to do the posterboards well for the Rubric float party (but this was abandoned later in the week as too preliminary).
2. The other agenda items were postponed until next week.